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The Board acted on 229 CIA related records at the November 17, 1997 meeting.  Of these 168 are CIA records 

and 63 are HSCA.  (I  must note that an issue which the Board voted to release is still of concern to the Agency, 

so 15 records from this group may be impacted if an appeal or reconsideration is undertaken.)  The CIA 

records are from a broad band of the Sequestered Collection-  Boxes 8 through 59.  The HSCA records are also 

from throughout the Sequestered Collection- from boxes 13 through 63.We also noticed 290 consent releases 

at this meeting.  They are from the Sequestered Collection, from Boxes 5 through 37.Putting the numbers in 

perspective, we are getting close to finishing review of the HSCA Sequestered Collection material, though it 

may be too soon to announce that, especially since there is a fairly large number of records that have been 

tagged for consent release but still need to be processed.  They should be taken care of in the upcoming 

months.  Our review of the CIA Sequestered Collection is moving along.  I think that we are approaching 

completion of the folders that were marked for priority review.  When that is done there will still be 

approximately 40% of the Sequestered Collection to the handled in the future months.  We also noticed 108 

NARA/ Warren Commission Consent Release documents with this meeting.  They may be of some use to you, 

since this is a body of records outside of the usual CIA or HSCA collections.If you need more information, 

please contact me.  I'll be back on Monday.  If you need something on Friday, you can ask Ben or Pete.  They 

will be here.Thanks.
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